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Exercise Bike Powered Wheat Grinder

The exercise bike powered wheat grinder will help us in the long run. The bike 
will save money because we will be grinding the wheat without electricity. While 
we are grinding the wheat, we are exercising. We are also saving time because 
instead of hand cranking the mill, you are riding a bike which is a more efficient 
use of energy. Having the mill connected to the bike is a lot easier than turning the 
mill by hand if the power goes out. 



Research

We learned how to find the ratio of the wheels, that includes the bikes wheels and 
the wheat mill wheel. The ratio ended up to be a 1:4:8 ratio. We also found out that there 
is a thing called an auger that spins when we ride the bike inside of the mill that pushes 
the grain into the grinding wheels. Then the grain is turned into flour. Below you will find 
three wheels. On the left is the silver one. When it turns once from turning the pedals, the 
black wheel turns four times, which then turns the red wheel eight times. It is this 
technology which makes it more efficient than just turning the wheel by hand once. 



The Design/Build 

We assembled the wood platform and drilled holes in the platform. Then we painted the 
platform. We put the exercise bike on the platform, the wheat mill on the platform, and then 
we connected the belt with the exercise bike and the wheat mill. When you ride the bike, you 
need to start off by peddling slow for it to work.  Otherwise, the friction is to low and the belt 
just spins on the mill. If you start slow, then the belt grips and the momentum generated will 
keep it spinning and the grain createes additional friction. 



Materials

❖ Exercise bike 
❖ Wheat mill
❖ Wood for the platform
❖ Belt
❖ Screws
❖ Drill
❖ Pan
❖ Bolts/Nuts/Washers
❖ Tools
❖ Rolled oats



Test

We tested the bike by one person starting to peddle the the bike to make the 
wheat mill turn. Another person had to poor the rolled oats into the wheat mill. 
We found that when you ride the bike, you need to start off by peddling slow for it 
to work.  Otherwise, the friction is to low and the belt just spins on the mill. If you 
start slow, then the belt grips and the momentum generated will keep it spinning 
when you add additional friction that the grain creates. 



Results 

The mill did its job and flour came out the other side of the mill. We found 
that if we sifted out the chaff and then ran the flour through the mill at a tighter 
setting on the grinding plates. A few times, it became the same consistency of store 
bought flour.



Modifications  

The modification that we did was add a funnel connected with a hose clamp and 
zip tied it to the book stand. So, instead of someone else pouring in the oats, you 
can ride the bike and poor the oats yourself. The modification did work and 
successfully made flour.

 



Photograph of the Modification 



Limitations - Constraints - Implications - Uses

 

Our limitations were that we did not have wheat. So we substituted rolled oats to make the flour.

We believe that we can use the bike to grind other things to provide other food options. We are 
going to try to grind mesquite pods and corn to make mesquite flour and corn mill for human 
use. 

We could also grind things to make animal food. This would allow us to mix different kind of 
grains together that would help make an animal's diet targeted at their health needs.



Conclusion

To conclude, the bike did work. It made flour how we intended and wanted it 
to. My modification really helped to make it easier for me to add grain and pedal at 
the same time. The bike was a fun project to build. It did take time and effort to 
gather all the supplies and construct the bike. To produce the flour, it did take a 
little more effort than usual to ride the bike. It was lots of fun to build, paint, and 
eventually ride. It was also cool that we built something useful for our families to 
use for years to come. 
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